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her mother-in-law and is ready to take drastic steps. And when Liza Washington discovers that her
events, and people through photographs as well as words •
pastor-husband is in the middle of a scandal that could bring down more than just their ministry, she
Provides a list of black radio programs and movies
Now a Lifetime movie event! From the NAACP Image award winner knows she must do something to stop him. One fateful evening their secrets are exposed, and one
and national bestselling author Victoria Christopher Murray, a diva commits an act that could land her in prison for the rest of her life. Each has motive—who will
novel inspired by the seven deadly sins about a woman who wants crack?
more than just a relationship from her newly discovered? half- Have the sins of the mother come upon the daughter? Jasmine Larson Bush is finally living a dramafree life. She’s left her lying, cheating, stealing stripper days behind and is standing by her
sister—she wants her life. A heart at peace gives life to the
husband’s side as the first lady of one of the largest churches in New York City. The Bushes have
body, but envy rots the bones. Gabrielle Wilson has the perfect
been blessed with the best of everything—including two lovely children. But just when Jasmine has
After breaking up her best friend's marriage by seducing her husband, Jasmine Larson takes up an insincere life: a Beverly Hills mansion, a loving family, and a massively committed her life completely to God, her daughter Jacqueline is kidnapped from a mall the day after
Christian lifestyle in New York, becomes engaged to a minister, and discovers she is pregnant with another
successful PR firm. When her father admits that an affair he
Thanksgiving. The police and the church community join in the frantic search to find the four-yearman's child.
had years before resulted in a daughter, Gabrielle is shocked, old. As the days pass without any sign of her daughter, Jasmine begins to crack under the strain and
Kyla and Jefferson Blake count their 16 years together as a wonderful blessing from God. Their marriage is
but is actually happy. Could this be the sister she has been
turns to Brian Lewis, Jacqueline’s biological father, for solace. Has Jasmine’s past finally caught up
passionate, their daughter is a joy, Jefferson's medial career is prospering and they have loyal friends. Kyla
praying for all her life? Keisha Jones’s life is a struggle.
to her? Will her daughter be found or will Jasmine pay the ultimate price?
knows her newly divorced and lifelong friend, Jasmine, is desperately unhappy and no amount of prayer or
Her late mother worked on the streets, and school was its own Too Little Too Late
encouragement seems to help. But what Kyla doesn't know is that Jasmine has a plan to move her life
forward with the type of man she feels she should have married in the first place. A man like Jefferson. Alexis nightmare. When Gabrielle offers to fly Keisha out of Arkansas The Deal, the Dance, and the Devil
A Seven Deadly Sins Novel
Ward, Kyla's, best friend, is single and successful and willing to wait for the right man for all the right
to meet the family, Keisha instantly agrees. But Gabrielle
reasons. But, when "Mr. Right," Dr. Brian Lewis, finally appears she finds herself facing a new challenge.
Never Say Never
doesn’t realize that Keisha has known about the Wilsons for
Does she really have to walk away from what she believes in order to have a man in her life? As people who
years. Keisha is determined to have everything she has always Joy
love God, Kyla, Jefferson and Alexis discover, each in their own way, what happens when they truly allow
In this emotionally charged and inspiring novel from the author of The Personal Librarian, a passionate
envied, and nothing can stand in her way. Includes a reading
God to be first in their relationships. Full of contemporary characters who struggle to keep their strength,
and dangerous love affair threatens to destroy both a marriage and a friendship. When Miriam’s
group guide with an author Q&A and discussion questions for
friendships and daily lives framed by the Word of God, Temptation is a novel no reader will soon forget.
fireman husband, Chauncey, dies while rescuing students from a school fire, Miriam feels like her life is
First ladies of the Baptist church and sworn frenemies Rachel Jackson Adams and Jasmine Cox Larson Bush book clubs.
over. How is she going to raise her three children all by herself? How will she survive without the love of
are stunned to learn they may have more in common than they thought—like who’s their daddy—in the
Wrath
her life? Luckily, Miriam’s sister-friend Emily and Emily’s husband, Jamal, are there to comfort her.
scandalous new collaboration between national bestselling and award-winning authors ReShonda Tate
A Sin and a Shame
Jamal and Chauncey grew up together and were best friends; Jamal and Emily know they will do all they
Billingsley and Victoria Christopher Murray. A heated American Baptist Coalition election. A murky murder
Reading Christian Ministry in Fiction, Television, and Film
can to support Miriam through her grief. Jamal steps in and helps Miriam with the funeral arrangements
cover-up. An outrageous reality TV show. What in heaven’s name kind of drama will holy rivals Rachel
India
and with her children, plus he gives her hope that she has a future. But all the time that they spend
Jackson Adams and Jasmine Cox Larson Bush—prominent first ladies of the Baptist church—get themselves
together—grieving, sharing, and reminiscing—brings the two closer in ways they never planned...
into next? Since he first met Jasmine, Rachel’s father Simon Jackson has had a funny feeling about her. She Black Newspapers Index
eerily resembles his first teenage love. After doing some digging, Simon makes a shocking
revelation—Jasmine may be his daughter. Rachel thinks the idea is absurd, but to pacify her ailing father, she
sets out to debunk his theory. When Jasmine discovers what’s going on, she heads to the Jackson Family
Reunion in Smackover, Arkansas, in search of the truth. With her sidekick Mae Frances by her side, this big
city girl isn’t ready for the country…or for the over-the-top family that she may have to claim as her own.
"Essence"-bestselling author Murray brings back her most notorious character, the equally beloved and
despised Jasmine Larson Bush, from "A Sin and a Shame."
El Ni o Famines and the Making of the Third World
Greed
Encyclopedia of African American Popular Culture [4 volumes]
Too Little, Too Late
Inspirational Short Stories Full of Hope and Strength for Life's Journey

Bestselling and award-winning novelists Victoria Christopher Murray and ReShonda Tate
Billingsley bring their favorite heroines together in a novel that will delight their legions of fans.
TEAM JASMINE or TEAM RACHEL? Bestselling and award-winning novelists Victoria
Christopher Murray and ReShonda Tate Billingsley bring their favorite heroines together in a novel
that will delight their legions of fans. Jasmine Larson Bush and Rachel Jackson Adams are not your
typical first ladies. But they’ve overcome their scandalous and drama-filled pasts to stand firmly by
their husbands’ sides. When a coveted position opens up—president of the American Baptist
Coalition—both women think their husbands are perfect for the job. And winning the position may
require both women to get down and dirty and revert to their old tricks. Just when Jasmine and
Rachel think they’re going to have to fight to the finish, the current first lady of the coalition steps in
. . . a woman bigger, badder, and more devious than either of them. Double the fun with a message of
faith, Sinners & Saints will delight readers with two of their favorite characters from two of their
Frenemies Jasmine and Rachel are approached by the producers
of a popular reality TV show that will follow the lives of the favorite authors.
wives of well known Baptist leaders in this new novel from the Victoria Christopher Murray's bestselling novel shares the story of a successful black Christian
woman who must decide how far she is willing to go to have a future with the man she loves. Anya
best-selling authors of Sinners & Saints. Original.
Mitchell feels greatly blessed. The owner of a successful Los Angeles financial services company,
Sheridan struggles to choose between reconciling with her
she is also prosperous in love, thanks to handsome writer Braxton Vance. True, they have real
bisexual husband and pursuing a younger man, while Kendall
differences over their future and she must struggle at the same time to show her emotionally
endeavors to forgive a woman who broke up her marriage, and
wounded cousin Sasha the right way in life. But Anya's faith in God's promise is unshakable... until
Asia plots revenge against her long-time lover for wanting to the night she is brutally attacked in her office by a stalker. Reeling with anger and fear, she wrestles
return to his wife.
with soul-wrenching doubt and the temptation to rely more on her own strength. Even more
This four-volume encyclopedia contains compelling and
devastating is Braxton's insistence that she trust his version of what God wants her to do. Facing
comprehensive information on African American popular culture heartbreak and disillusion-and answers she never could have expected-Anya must now come to
terms with what she truly believes... and discover the joy that lies in God's surprising plan.
that will be valuable to high school students and
undergraduates, college instructors, researchers, and general THEY CAN TALK THE TALK, BUT CAN THEY WALK THE WALK? Sierra, Raine, and Liza
are Destiny’s Divas, a fresh, new gospel group whose unique blend of singing and testifying has
readers. • Contains writings from 100 contributing authors,
gained them fans across the country. They tell the world about how good God has been to them, but
all identified in a separate listing • Includes a chronology
off-stage, each is living a life totally opposite to what she preaches—and each is harboring a secret
placing pivotal events—such as the beginning of black
that could ruin them all. Twenty-something Sierra Dixon speaks about the joy of being single and
baseball, the modern Civil Rights Movement, and the Harlem
celibate, though she is anything but, drifting from one relationship to another. Although she stresses
Renaissance—in historical context • Depicts key places,
the importance of unconditional love within the family, Raine Omari has hit her breaking point with
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Includes a reading group guide with an author Q&A and discussion questions for book clubs.
First published as part of the best-selling The Oxford Illustrated History of Britain, Christopher Harvie
and Colin Matthew's Very Short Introduction to Nineteenth-Century Britain is a sharp but subtle
account of remarkable economic and social change and an even more remarkable political stability.
Britain in 1789 was overwhelmingly rural, agrarian, multilingual, and almost half Celtic. By 1914, when it
faced its greatest test since the defeat of Napoleon, it was largely urban and English. Christopher Harvie
and Colin Matthew show the forces behind Britain's rise to its imperial zenith, and the continuing
tensions within the nations and classes of the 'union state'. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject
area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert
authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and
challenging topics highly readable.
The award-winning author of The Personal Librarian, Lust, Envy, and Greed delivers an unforgettable
story of a marriage caught at the crossroads of passion and rage. Chastity Jeffries and Xavier King come
from very different backgrounds, though they have one thing in common: they’re both living with
family secrets. Chastity is the only child of a prominent pastor and has been raised with privilege, but her
father’s testimony as a philanderer and her mom’s role as dutiful wife have tainted her view of love.
Xavier never knew his father, and his mother abandoned him. His grandmother raised him in a
household built on cruelty and violence instead of love and acceptance, instilling in him a fear of
abandonment and an enormous sense of insecurity. Sparks fly when Chastity and Xavier meet, and their
whirlwind romance feels almost too good to be true. Chastity is swept off her feet, but before long, cracks
begin to show in Xavier’s perfect fa ade, and it is only a matter of time before that fa ade comes
crumbling down. When Xavier’s wrath erupts at a level Chastity has never seen, who will it destroy
forever?
The Instant New York Times Bestseller! A Good Morning America* Book Club Pick! "Historical fiction
at its best!"* A remarkable novel about J. P. Morgan's personal librarian, Belle da Costa Greene, the Black
American woman who was forced to hide her true identity and pass as white in order to leave a lasting
legacy that enriched our nation, from New York Times bestselling authors Marie Benedict and Victoria
Christopher Murray. In her twenties, Belle da Costa Greene is hired by J. P. Morgan to curate a collection
of rare manuscripts, books, and artwork for his newly built Pierpont Morgan Library. Belle becomes a
fixture in New York City society and one of the most powerful people in the art and book world, known
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for her impeccable taste and shrewd negotiating for critical works as she helps create a world-class
told Hosea everything. But when Jasmine is blackmailed with a terrible truth from not a coincidence. A former manstealer herself, Jasmine is very aware of Natasia's
collection. But Belle has a secret, one she must protect at all costs. She was born not Belle da Costa Greene her past that she "forgot" to tell Hosea, more than just her marriage is in jeopardy. motives -- even if Hosea is not. Complicating Jasmine's life is the secret she's kept from
her baby's daddy. Luckily for her, Brian Lewis has problems of his own. His wife, Alexis,
but Belle Marion Greener. She is the daughter of Richard Greener, the first Black graduate of Harvard and Surprisingly, her first instinct is to tell the truth. Jasmine knows, however, that
a well-known advocate for equality. Belle's complexion isn't dark because of her alleged Portuguese
this is one part of her life that can never be exposed. Determined to keep the life is convinced he's cheating on her -- but Brian's real betrayal is much worse. Revealing
heritage that lets her pass as white--her complexion is dark because she is African American. The Personal she fought so hard to save, Jasmine is willing to commit any sin -- even murder -- the truth to his wife could lead him back to the biggest mistake of his life...Jasmine. Two
marriages are in desperate jeopardy. Will Jasmine be able to scheme to save her own? Or
Librarian tells the story of an extraordinary woman, famous for her intellect, style, and wit, and shares the to leave her past behind her. No one can know the truth about the First Lady of
will she have to choose between protecting her past and compromising her future? Even
lengths she must go to--for the protection of her family and her legacy--to preserve her carefully crafted City of Lights at Riverside Church. No one can know that beneath the veneer of a
if Jasmine and Brian find the courage to stop the lies, it may be too little, too late....
white identity in the racist world in which she lives.
redeemed Christian wife, there lies a sinner -- especially not her trusting husband. A bestselling modern classic—both poignant and funny—narrated by a fifteen year old
Lady Jasmine, Sins of the Mother, Let the Church Say Amen, Everybody Say Amen
In the moonlight, the body hanging over the edge of the swimming pool looked like autistic savant obsessed with Sherlock Holmes, this dazzling novel weaves together an
Forever an Ex
a decorative feature. Molly disliked Liz Ellerman - in fact it was an encounter with old-fashioned mystery, a contemporary coming-of-age story, and a fascinating excursion
Never Say Never - Free Preview (The First 7 Chapters)
Liz which drove her to escape from the party into Peter's beloved garden - but she into a mind incapable of processing emotions. Christopher John Francis Boone knows all
Fortune & Fame
was shaken to find her dead. Being an avid reader of detective stories, Molly
the countries of the world and their capitals and every prime number up to 7,057.
Friends & Foes
Although gifted with a superbly logical brain, Christopher is autistic. Everyday
cannot help trying to solve the crime. When her husband Howard is arrested she
interactions and admonishments have little meaning for him. At fifteen, Christopher’s
Combining thematic analysis and stimulating close readings, 'The Collar' is a widestops being ashamed of her interest, and looks with new eyes at all her
carefully constructed world falls apart when he finds his neighbour’s dog Wellington
ranging study of the many ways - heroic or comic, shrewd or dastardly - in which
acquaintances. She finds that most of them have some reason to wish for Liz's
impaled on a garden fork, and he is initially blamed for the killing. Christopher decides
Christian clergy have been represented in literature, from George Herbert and Laurence death...
Sterne, via Anthony Trollope, G.K. Chesterton, T.S. Eliot, and Graham Greene, to Susan After a seventeen-year-old African American boy is shot dead by a white man, the that he will track down the real killer, and turns to his favourite fictional character, the
impeccably logical Sherlock Holmes, for inspiration. But the investigation leads him down
Howatch and Robertson Davies, and in film and television, such as 'Pale Rider', 'The
boy's mother and the shooter's wife face difficulties.
some unexpected paths and ultimately brings him face to face with the dissolution of his
Thorn Birds', 'The Vicar of Dibley', and 'Father Ted'. Since all Christians are expected to
The Sketch
parents’ marriage. As Christopher tries to deal with the crisis within his own family, the
be involved in ministry of some type, the assumptions of secular culture about ministers
Nineteenth-Century
Britain:
A
Very
Short
Introduction
narrative draws readers into the workings of Christopher’s mind. And herein lies the key
affect more than just clergy. Ranging across several nations (particularly Britain, the
Sinners
&
Saints
to the brilliance of Mark Haddon’s choice of narrator: The most wrenching of emotional
U.S., and Canada), denominations, and centuries, 'The Collar' encouragescreative and
Envy
moments are chronicled by a boy who cannot fathom emotions. The effect is dazzling,
faithful responses to the challenges of Christian leadership and develops awareness of
Never
Turn
Back
making for one of the freshest debut in years: a comedy, a tearjerker, a mystery story, a
the times when leadership expectations become too extreme. Using the framework of
In
this
emotionally
charged
and
inspiring
novel
about
a
love
triangle,
secrets
novel of exceptional literary merit that is great fun to read.
different media to make inquiries about pastoral passion, frustration, and fallibility, Sue
Blessed Assurance
between best friends threaten to blow up friendships and a marriage and change
Sorensen's well-informed, sprightly, and perceptive book will be helpful to anyone who
Enormously Improved by Death
enjoys evocative literature and film as well as to clergy and those interested in practical lives forever. When Miriam’s fireman husband, Chauncey, dies while rescuing
theology.
students from a school fire, Miriam feels like her life is over. How is she going to Victoria Christopher Murray and ReShonda Tate Billingsley's Pastors' Wives 4-Bo
The Daily Show (The Book)
What would you do for five million dollars? Adam and Evia Langston have lived in their
raise her three children all by herself? How will she survive without the love of
own little garden of Eden since the two married at the age of seventeen. Working their
her life? Luckily, Miriam’s sister-friend Emily and Emily’s husband, Jamal, are A Blessing & a Curse
way up from the humblest of beginnings, the Langstons have thrived beyond anything
there to comfort her. Jamal and Chauncey grew up together and were best friends; ONE OF AMAZON'S BEST BOOKS OF OCTOBER 2020! FINALIST, 2020
they could have ever imagined. Now they live in the finest home, drive the best cars, and
GEORGIA AUTHOR OF THE YEAR AWARDS Linwood Barclay meets Michael
Jamal and Emily know they will do all they can to support Miriam through her
indulge in all the trimmings that signify their massive success. But then the recession
Farris Smith in this Southern-set domestic thriller about family, vengeance, and
grief.
Jamal
steps
in
and
helps
Miriam
with
the
funeral
arrangements
and
with
her
hits and rips apart the family’s financial stability. Unable to support their three children
atonement from critically acclaimed Southern mystery novelist Christopher
children, plus he gives her hope that she has a future. But all the time that they
and other relatives, Adam and Evia find themselves drowning in financial trouble and
Swann. The bonds of family never truly let go. In fact, its grip only tightens the
teetering on the brink of complete disaster. With nowhere to turn, the Langstons have no spend together—grieving, sharing, and reminiscing—brings the two closer in ways
further you try to run: crushing and crippling. Ethan Faulkner is a precocious child
they never planned. . . .
idea what to do. Until Shay-Shaunt , Evia’s multimillionaire boss, comes to the
Presents modern-day versions of biblical stories stressing the importance of God, with a brilliant but troublesome sister, a war vet for a father, and a weary mother
Langstons with a five-million-dollar offer that seems so hard to refuse. Will the
including the stories of Samson and Delilah, the Good Samaritan, and Abraham and trying to manage their family. One night a young woman rings their doorbell,
Langstons make this deal? Or will they recognize that the glitter of five million dollars
desperate to hide from two men who are pursuing her, when one of the two barges
may be far from gold?
Sarah.
in after her. The struggle leaves both of Ethan's parents dead. Years later, Ethan
"Tiffanie has lived a sheltered life in a very strict household with her pastor-grandfather An eBook boxed set by collaborators Victoria Christopher Murray and ReShonda
has a successful teaching career and a budding relationship with a coworker. But
and grandmother in Washington, DC. But when she meets Damon King, she falls for the
Tate Billingsley. Includes Lady Jasmine, Sins of the Mother, Let the Church Say
he hasn't quite followed through on his promise to his dying father--to take care of
successful entertainment businessman despite his history as a drug dealer. Everyone
Amen, and Everybody Say Amen.
sees nothing but the brightest future for the couple--but there's one person who wants to
Two female rivals in the American Baptist Coalition continually try to one-up each his sister. Susannah is not an easy person to keep tabs on, is a handful even when
destroy them"-the tabs are kept, and quite frankly, Ethan wants her to suffer for preventing him
other, until one of them is accused of murder and the other may be the only one
New York City -- are you ready for the Divine Divas? Because these teenage gospel
from getting to his dad before he died all those years ago. It was a long time ago
who can help hunt down the real killer.
music sensations are ready for you! Veronique wants to be a star just as much as her
and Ethan tries to put all of it behind him. But that's easier said than done. When
Sins of the Mother
fellow Divas do, but there's more to it than just fame for her. Unlike her middle-class
news of a brutal murder breaks with evidence pointing to Ethan as the prime
The Ex Files
friends at Holy Cross Prep, Veronique is there on scholarship, and if she wins a
suspect, all the painful memories of his past come rushing to meet him. Lyrically
An Oral History as Told by Jon Stewart, the Correspondents, Staff and Guests
recording contract, she can move her mother and brothers out of their crummy
conveyed with emotion and nuance, Never Turn Back is a powerful story about
Lady Jasmine
apartment. But Veronique has another dream that's hers alone. She longs to meet her
family, vengeance, and how some actions echo through the years with irreparable
A Novel About Four Women and Faith
dad, who disappeared to New York when she was just a baby. Could going to the Big A
consequences.
with the other Divas be Veronique's big chance to find him? Veronique knows she'll have Examining a series of El Ni o-induced droughts and the famines that they spawned
around the globe in the last third of the 19th century, Mike Davis discloses the intimate, Jasmine Larson Bush and Rachel Jackson Adams each thinks her husband is
to do some legwork on her own, though, so she turns to the internet for help. While it
perfect for the job of president of the National Baptist Association, but just when
seems like a miracle when she gets a response, her friends aren't so sure. Is Veronique baleful relationship between imperial arrogance and natural incident that combined to
produce some of the worst tragedies in human history. Late Victorian Holocausts focuses they think they're going to have to fight to the finish, the current first lady of the
putting herself in danger, just when the Divas are on the brink of really making it big?
coalition steps in ⋯ a woman bigger, badder and more devious than either of them.
on three zones of drought and subsequent famine: India, Northern China; and
And will her faith and her friends be enough to keep her safe?
Northeastern Brazil. All were affected by the same global climatic factors that caused
Late Victorian Holocausts
Reprint. 75,000 first printing.
massive crop failures, and all experienced brutal famines that decimated local
A Novel
Janice Johnson's 16-year-old son was murdered and the shooter hasn't been
populations. But the effects of drought were magnified in each case because of singularly arrested. Shelly Vance's husband is facing murder charges for shooting a teenager
The Personal Librarian
destructive policies promulgated by different ruling elites. Davis argues that the seeds of who he says attacked him in a parking lot. This tragedy is magnified by the racial
A Journal of Art and Actuality
underdevelopment in what later became known as the Third World were sown in this era
Veronique
divide it has created. She wants to stand by her man, but she's keeping a secret
of High Imperialism, as the price for capitalist modernization was paid in the currency of
Reunited years after helping each other to overcome heartbreak when their
that could blow the case wide open. Alax Wilson is the jury foreman. Faced with a
millions of peasants' lives.
troublesome exes return, Sheridan, Kendall and Asia are forced to confront
dramatic trial that has turned into a media frenzy, Janice, Shelly and Alax are
lingering insecurities, betrayals and deceptions that compromise their futures. By Best friends and gospel singers Diamond, India, Veronique, and Aaliyah compete in a
forced to face their own prejudices.
nation-wide talent search in the hopes of landing a music contract; an effort that is
the award-winning author of The Ex Files. Original.
Passion, money, and a deliciously devious twist: Greed is the newest novel in
complicated by India's hidden struggles with an eating disorder. Original.
Juicy Jasmine Larson Bush is at it again -- battling her past in order to save her
award-winning author Victoria Christopher Murray’s Seven Deadly Sins
Jasmine Larson Bush returns to her devious ways in this tale of two marriages -- each
future. With her own lies, she nearly destroyed her marriage to Pastor Hosea
series—“the drama of The Real Housewives of Beverly Hills” (Booklist)—and soon
threatened by lies and betrayal. She took marriage vows to be honest and true, but
Bush. Why, Jasmine was forced to reveal every secret she'd ever kept from her
to be a Lifetime movie. You can’t put a price on love⋯ Zuri Maxwell isn’t happy.
Jasmine's still hiding secrets to keep her husband, Minister Hosea Bush, by her side.
husband, right down to her real age, weight, and shoe size! She thought she had
When Hosea's ex-fianc e, Natasia, suddenly appears in New York, Jasmine knows it's
Her job is a grind, and money is always tight. Her boyfriend Stephon is the best
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part of life, but between his income as an artist and her commission-based
paycheck, they are barely scraping by. When Zuri meets a sleek entrepreneur
eager to pick her brain, she jumps at the chance to talk business with someone
who has everything she wants. As he wines and dines her, Zuri starts moving in
elite circles, and she faces a crossroads: Will she give up the stable, loving life she
knows for one that glitters, but may not be gold?
Stand Your Ground
Temptation
The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time
Lust
Destiny's Divas
Stephanie West loves her job as manager of a successful restaurant, but is treated
appallingly by the self-obsessed owner and head chef. So, when an opportunity arises to
buy him out, she jumps at it. Then her boyfriend Sean lands a huge contract with a
software company in Arizona and wants her to go with him. Torn between Sean and her
career, Stephanie struggles to come to terms with a tragedy in her past which has left
her terrified of becoming dependent on any one. Will she come to realise where her
happiness lies? And if she does, will it be too little, too late?
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER The complete, uncensored history of the awardwinning The Daily Show with Jon Stewart, as told by its correspondents, writers, and
host. For almost seventeen years, The Daily Show with Jon Stewart brilliantly redefined
the borders between television comedy, political satire, and opinionated news coverage.
It launched the careers of some of today's most significant comedians, highlighted the
hypocrisies of the powerful, and garnered 23 Emmys. Now the show's behind-the-scenes
gags, controversies, and camaraderie will be chronicled by the players themselves, from
legendary host Jon Stewart to the star cast members and writers-including Samantha
Bee, Stephen Colbert, John Oliver, and Steve Carell - plus some of The Daily Show's
most prominent guests and adversaries: John and Cindy McCain, Glenn Beck, Tucker
Carlson, and many more. This oral history takes the reader behind the curtain for all the
show's highlights, from its origins as Comedy Central's underdog late-night program to
Trevor Noah's succession, rising from a scrappy jester in the 24-hour political news
cycle to become part of the beating heart of politics-a trusted source for not only comedy
but also commentary, with a reputation for calling bullshit and an ability to effect real
change in the world. Through years of incisive election coverage, passionate debates
with President Obama and Hillary Clinton, feuds with Bill O'Reilly and Fox, and
provocative takes on Wall Street and racism, The Daily Show has been a cultural
touchstone. Now, for the first time, the people behind the show's seminal moments come
together to share their memories of the last-minute rewrites, improvisations, pranks,
romances, blow-ups, and moments of Zen both on and off the set of one of America's
most groundbreaking shows.
The Collar
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